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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd is proposing to extend the current mining envelope for the 
Boddington Bauxite Mine, including the Marradong and Saddleback Timber Reserves and 
adjoining farmlands.  
 
These extensions are referred to, within this report, as the Hotham Mining Extension and 
Marradong Mining Extension survey areas and are located 6 km and 12 km southwest of 
Boddington.   
 
As part of this project South32 Worsley Alumina (Worsley Alumina) require several new haul 
roads to service this mining extension. The haul roads will cross the Hotham River, 34 Mile Brook 
and Marradong Brook and require the construction of bridges and culverts.  
 
During the 2017 survey the GKB people raised several issues with the nature of the bridges 
designs and the locations for the crossings on the Hotham River that were seen to have adverse 
effects on the values held for Site ID 27935 Hotham River (see Huxtable & O’Reilly 2017).   
 
Due to these issues South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd have revised the bridge locations and 
designs to attempt to mitigate some of the issues raised.  
 
Now that this revision has been completed, South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd have requested 
that Brad Goode & Associates Pty Ltd conduct further consultations with the Gnaala Karla Booja 
WC1998/058 Native Title Claim group in order for them to provide final advice in relation to this 
matter prior to South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd seeking consent under section 18 of the AHA 
to proceed.   
 
These further consultations were conducted on the 19th November 2020 by Mr Brad Goode 
(anthropologist) and Dr Vicky Winton (ethno-archaeologist) with nine members of the Gnaala 
Karla Booja WC1998/058 Native Title Claim group. Most of the GKB members consulted were 
those who had been involved in the survey in 2017 as nominated by SWALSC. However, as some 
members of the 2017 survey team had passed-away, BGA liaised with the key Elders in the group 
for others to now be involved. This was necessary as the bridge locations were not within the area 
where a NSHA between SWALSC and South32 had been agreed.       
 
As a result of this further consultation held with nine representatives the Gnaala Karla Booja 
WC1998/058 Native Title Claim group, it has been determined that there are no new ethnographic 
sites of significance as defined by sections 5(b) & 5(c) of the AHA located where the bridges are 
to be constructed over the Hotham River.  
 
During the consultations, the majority of the GKB consulted supported the bridge locations and 
design, however some people, in particular Mr Northover, were concerned about the level of 
alteration to the Hotham River required to construct the bridges, in particular the excavations to 
the bed and embankments of the river to build the abutments and the scour protection which was 
seen to narrow the channel and unnaturally reshape the riparian area.  
 
Despite this concern all except Mr Northover advised that, “as it will go ahead, we will support 
the section 18 consent notice required, but would wish that all ground disturbance within 30m of 
the bridge construction footprint to be monitored for archaeology”. Here it was advised that the 
community are of the belief that there is high potential for subsurface cultural material to be 
present and as such comprehensive archaeological mitigation should be built into the construction 
program as outlined in the HMP drafted to manage heritage issues at Worsley (see Preller 2019).  
 
In terms of the bridges Worsley discussed with the survey team the potential to name the bridges 
to reflect the Cultural significance of the Hotham River. The survey team requested that they 
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should be named after prominent Noongar people or given Noongar names, however apart from 
Mrs Viti suggesting the first bridge visited being named “Dilyan Bridge”, there were no names 
put forward. 
 
In relation to the entire project, that is the refurbishment of the existing farm crossing of the 
Hotham River and the proposed culverts across the Marradong and 34 Mile Brook, as there was 
no information presented during the consultation and they were not visited there was no 
ethnographic comment recorded.  As such the only conclusions that can be drawn in relation to 
these aspects of the project must be drawn from what was discussed in the 2017 report (see 
Huxtable & O’Reilly 2017).    
 
As a result of these further consultations the following recommendations, in relation to the 
Western Australian Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA) are made: 
 
In order to proceed it is recommended that South32 will be required to make application under 
section 18 of the AHA to use the land that may contain Aboriginal Site ID 27935 Hotham River 
to construct two new bridges, upgrade an existing farm crossing, and construct culverts over the 
34 Mile and Marradong Brooks in order to build a Haul Road required for the expansion of the 
Bauxite mine at Boddington, Western Australia.  
 
It is recommended that consent be granted based upon the fact that the majority of those 
consulted support the project.  
 
It is recommended that South32 continue to consult with the GKB working party at SWALSC 
regarding cultural heritage management planning and mitigation strategies for the entire project 
as detailed in the HMP and in particular cultural heritage monitoring and naming the bridges with 
local Noongar names.  
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REPORT 
 

Addendum to a Report on an Aboriginal Heritage Survey for the 
Proposed Extensions to the Boddington Bauxite Mine at Hotham and 

Marradong in the Shire of Boddington, Western Australia 
 

ISSUE 
South32 Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd is proposing to extend the current mining envelope for the 
Boddington Bauxite Mine, including the Marradong and Saddleback Timber Reserves and 
adjoining farmlands.  
 
These extensions are referred to, within this report, as the Hotham Mining Extension and 
Marradong Mining Extension survey areas and are located 6 km and 12 km southwest of 
Boddington.   
 
As part of this project South32 Worsley Alumina (Worsley Alumina) require several new haul 
roads to service this mining extension. The haul roads will cross the Hotham River, 34 Mile Brook 
and Marradong Brook and require the construction of bridges and culverts.  
 
During the 2017 survey, the GKB people raised several issues with the nature of the bridges and 
the locations for the crossings.   
 
This report deals with those issues and is written as an addendum to Huxtable & O’Reilly (2017) 
A Report of an Aboriginal Heritage Survey for the Proposed Extensions to the Boddington Bauxite 
Mine at Hotham and Marradong in the Shire of Boddington, Western Australia, an unpublished 
report for South32 Worsley Pty Ltd Alumina, Western Australia.  

REPORT OBJECTIVES 
To report on further consultations held with representatives of the Gnaala Karla Booja 
WC1998/058 Native Title Claim group to determine if the new bridge designs lessen the reported 
impact upon DPLH Site ID 27935 Hotham River. 

BACKGROUND 
On the 8th of October 2020, Ms Katrina Naylor from South32 contacted BGA to request that 
they now conduct further consultations with the GKB NT claim group in relation to the bridges 
required as a part of the haul road construction that had been considered in the survey in conducted 
in November 2017, as South32 had considered the matter and had come up with new locations 
and had refined the designs to remove pylons from the river’s channel (see Figure 1 and Table 1).   
 
The survey had been delayed due to negotiations with SWALSC regards reaching agreement for 
an NSHA for the areas where the bridges are located and due to COVID-19 restrictions throughout 
the first part of 2020.    
 
This consultation was conducted by Mr Brad Goode (Principal Anthropologist) and Dr Vicky 
Winton (Ethno-Archaeologist) with assistance from Mr Ashley Zanotti on the 19th November 
2020.  
 
Present from South32 were Ms Katrina Naylor (Environment Specialist - Global Major Projects 
and Studies), Mr Michiel Brand (Project Manager), Mr Charlie Stewart (Construction Manager), 
Ms Silver Kenny (Environment Improvement Specialist), and Mr Paul Bullock (Environmental 
Officer). 
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Table 1: Boundary coordinates of the survey areas (GDA 1994 MGA Zone 50). 

Survey Area Description 
Site Intersection Area 

Easting (mE) Northing (mN) 

Northern River Crossings – 
4.7km south of Gold Mine 
Road, 170m east of Siding 

Road and approx. 6km north 
of Pinjarra Williams Road 

(2017 Survey Areas 1 and 2) 

Culvert crossing (1) 
Thirty Four Mile Brook 

442160 6369850 

442219 6369807 

442197 6369749 

442137 6369793 

Bridge Crossing (2) 
Hotham River 

442449 6368927 

442499 6368892 

442469 6368827 

442415 6368852 

Central Hotham River 
Crossings – 1.6km and 2.7km 

south of Pinjarra Williams 
Road  

(2017 Survey Area 5) 

Culvert Crossing (3) 
Marradong Brook 

445616 6361555 

445668 6361593 

445673 6361585 

445680 6361572 

445687 6361554 

445691 6361536 

445637 6361496 

445634 6361511 

445627 6361533 

Bridge Crossing (4) 
Hotham River 

445449 6360386 

445490 6360482 

445541 6360450 

445497 6360348 
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LOCATION 
 

 
Figure 1: Location of the northern South32 Survey Areas. 
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Figure 2: Location of the central South32 Survey Areas  
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
AIMS 

 To establish contact with Aboriginal people who retain traditional or current knowledge 
pertaining to the region. 

 To determine if there are any sites or places of significance, as defined by section 5 of the 
AHA, within the project area. 

 To record any ethnographic information provided about identified sites or places. 
 To generate consensual recommendations from the Aboriginal community 

representatives regarding any section 18 requests and to record management strategies 
for identified ethnographic and archaeological sites. 

METHOD 
The GKB participants were contacted by phone and mail to invite them to the survey. At the 
commencement of the meeting the informants were briefed of the project details with the aid of a 
Power-point slide show depicting bridge locations on maps, plans, and an animated video of 
graphics to visualise the construction of the bridges. Following a field visit to two of the bridge 
locations took place. During the process ethnographic information was recorded in a notebook 
and photographs of the survey process were taken.  

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS 
On Thursday 19th November 2020, BGA Consultant Anthropologist Mr Brad Goode and ethno-
archaeologist Dr Vicky Winton and assistant Mr Ashley Zanotti met with nine representatives of 
the GKB NTC group at South32 Saddleback mine office near Boddington. The GKB 
representatives were Mr Garry Bennell, Mr James Khan, Mr Joe Northover, Mr Norm Hayward, 
Mr Greg Thorn, Mrs Shirley Viti, Mr Dennis Jetta, Mrs Geri Hayden, and Mr Travis Abraham.  
 

Present from South32 were Ms Katrina Naylor (Environment Specialist - Global Major Projects 
and Studies), Mr Michiel Brand (Project Manager), Mr Charlie Stewart (Construction Manager), 
Ms Silver Kenny (Environment Improvement Specialist) and Mr Paul Bullock (Environmental 
Officer). 
 

 
Figure 3: Mr Michiel Brand briefing the GKB participants regarding the project describing the bridge 

locations, design, and construction method (Photo Goode 2020). 
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The consultation began with Ms Katrina Naylor giving an ‘Acknowledgement of Country’ to 
show respect to elders, past, present, and future. Ms Naylor explained that the consultation would 
start off in this classroom and then would move to the field to inspect the revised bridge locations. 
Ms Naylor explained that the consultation was necessary for South32 to address the concerns 
raised by the GKB in the previous survey in 2017. Mr Bullock then played the obligatory visitors’ 
induction video to explain safety measures in and around the Saddleback (Mokine) mine. 
 
Mr Goode then proceeded with thanks to the Gnaala Karla Booja representatives for attending the 
consultation today to discuss potential impacts to the Hotham River of proposed new bridge 
crossings associated with the expansion of the Marradong mining operation. Mr Goode reminded 
the GKB representatives that they had consulted with South32 about plans for the same project 
in 2017 and at that time they had expressed reservations about the locations and designs of the 
bridges. South32 had taken on board this feedback and had adjusted the locations and designs of 
bridges in response. An archaeological survey of the relocated and redesigned bridges had been 
undertaken and no Aboriginal archaeological sites had been found (see Winton 2020). 
 
Mr Michiel Brand then explained the technicalities of the proposed bridge and culvert crossings. 
He had prepared a slideshow including a re-cap of the outcomes and recommendations from the 
2017 GKB consultation, the subsequent re-design features of the bridges and an animated video 
showing, stage by stage, how the two main bridges would be constructed over the Hotham River. 
Mr Brand advised that the northernmost bridge would be located at the recommended location by 
the GKB in 2017 with the others shifted to areas where less clearing was required in line with the 
recommendations from the GKB in 2017. Mr Brand advised that two crossings of the Hotham 
River are proposed with span bridges and crossings on 34 Mile Brook and Marradong Brook are 
to be box culverts. At the southern-most extent of the project area a temporary modification and 
use of an existing culvert causeway would be used to cross the Hotham River. In terms of design 
Mr Brand explained that complete span bridges over the entire width of the Hotham River channel 
had been requested by GKB in 2017 but would not be possible due to the distance involved so 
some piers would be needed but they would be restricted to the margins of the waterway and kept 
out of the main channel.  
 
Mr Northover asked for clarification on this point, as other proponents namely Main Roads, could 
build bridges that spanned greater distances.  
 
Mr Brand suggested that South32 was constrained by the weight of vehicles that would be using 
the bridges and because of the high frequency of movements. Nevertheless, South32 had taken 
on board the 2017 GKB request not to drive any weight supporting infrastructure into the bed of 
the Hotham River as this could impact the flow of the channel. So, instead, 35-metre-long span 
steel structures would be placed between strong foundation embankments, allowing the Hotham 
River’s main channel to flow unimpeded beneath the bridges. Culverts would be placed within 
the embankments to allow for high discharge flow rates and the bridges would be constructed at 
a height of 0.6 metres above the one in a hundred-year flood water level. Water falling as rain 
onto the bridge and washing off vehicles passing over the bridge would not run straight into the 
river but would be directed to detention ponds on the banks where it could slowly seep into the 
ground.  
 
Mr Khan questioned the potential loss of water from the water cycle that feeds the river. 
 
Mr Brand assured him that all the water that falls onto the bridges will be directed back into the 
ground and not lost to the environment. He said that these detention ponds would be planted with 
sedges that would filter the water so that no pollution would enter the river. The hydrocarbons 
from the roads would be contained in the ponds while the water would slowly percolate into the 
ground and river, and there would be no net water loss according to the modelling.  
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Mr Brand went on to explain that the proposed haul roads and bridges are located within 
previously cleared land, however some vegetation on the river’s embankments would need to be 
removed, this would be confined to the corridor required for the construction.  
 
Mr Brand advised that this was in line with the requests made by the GKB in 2017. Mr Brand 
advised that after the construction, the areas around the bridge would be revegetated with local 
native species and that goes for initial revegetation of the construction sites plus, in the long term 
at the end of mining, currently planned for more than fifty years from now.  Mr Brand said that 
South32 agreed to the 2017 request for cultural monitors and archaeological monitors for initial 
ground disturbance and for salvage of any grass trees; though, he noted that there were none in 
the bridge construction areas to salvage.  
 
Mr Northover asked whether small paperbark trees could be salvaged and used for revegetation, 
either on-site or at other places where GKB representatives were engaged in re-vegetation work.  
 
Ms Naylor asked Mr Northover if they had a process for salvage and replanting of native 
vegetation and Mr Northover said no, and that this would be the first time it had been done. 
 
Ms Naylor noted that some native vegetation cannot be transplanted easily, and that Dieback 
susceptibility was an issue, but Mr Northover and Ms Naylor agreed that South32 would not 
object to the GKB attempting to salvage and replant smaller trees if that is what they wished. 
 
Ms Geri Hayden then asked about South32’s Aboriginal engagement policy and how many local 
Aboriginal people were employed by South32 at Boddington. Ms Hayden voiced her concerns 
that their children and grandchildren had not been given employment opportunities at this or any 
other mine in their country and wanted this urgently addressed. Ms Hayden advised that such a 
large company has an obligation to ensure that equality of opportunity is given in order to 
maintain their social licence to operate and obtain wealth from Noongar land.    
 
Ms Hayden advised that in 2017 that the GKB had requested that South32 put up a plaque at their 
office and on the hill to interpret the significance of Mokine Hill and its Traditional Owners to 
the mine workers and public but that this commitment had not materialised nearly three years 
after the commitment had been made. Ms Hayden suggested that this lack of commitment to 
recognition of and engagement with the Traditional Owner community by South32 despite the 
rhetoric made by several company representatives over the years was not acceptable.  
 
Here Mr Goode stepped in and advised Ms Hayden and the group that the issue of engagement 
and economic opportunity was currently being developed by several people at South32. Mr Goode 
advised that South32 had began the process by embarking upon cultural awareness and heritage 
training for drill teams, and that they had appointed several professionals within the company to 
develop an engagement plan and to create better opportunities for local GKB. Mr Goode advised 
that this is work in progress that will bring tangible benefits over the coming years, however like 
all large organisations such plans take time.   
 
In relation to the plaque Ms Naylor assured the GKB representatives that she could certainly 
organise that and requested that the group provide advice as to what should be put on the plaque 
and where it should be placed. 
 
Here Mr Khan advised that one could be placed up on the hill and one at the office here. He said 
that the group and Mr Northover could provide the story and words to put on the plaque, however 
the story is in the heritage report from 2017 and could be sourced from there if required. Mr Khan 
advised that a bronze plaque on a large rock at both locations would be appropriate, this could 
acknowledge the Wilmen Noongar people and the spirt of Mokine, however in the office or 
reception there could be a proper story board explaining the history of the area and the people’s 
beliefs about Mokine and the Hotham River.  
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Here Mr Goode thanked the group for these points and then advised that he was sure that South32 
would take action and sort these issues but that he would now wish to get back to the subject 
matter that is on the agenda for today, namely the bridges.  
 
Mr Brand continued with a brief description of the 34 Mile Brook and Marradong Brook Culvert 
crossings and Mr Khan noted his concerns that culverts on the 34 Mile Brook might be inadequate. 
Mr Brand advised that the existing culvert crossing of the Hotham River at the southern end of 
the project area will require some profile grading to the eastern riverbank. 
 
Mr Brand then proceeded to show the animation of the proposed bridge construction method, 
stage by stage, during which Mr Khan asked for clarification that piles would not be driven into 
the bed of the Hotham River channel. 
 
Mr Brand confirmed that piles would not be driven into the river channel but would be required 
to be driven through the embankments to support the bridge.  The piles would be driven to 60 
metres depth below surface but that there would be no piles in the active channel of the river.  
 
As the animation continued, it showed that the expanded 1 to 100 flood flow of the river that 
expanded outside the regular channel would be directed through pipes at the base of the abutments 
which was covered with overburden for the rest of the construction process. Boulders would be 
used as scour protection in the sides of the abutments and base and sides of the river channel to 
protect the bridges from scouring. Pipe culverts through the abutments would be three metres in 
diameter to maintain flow in flood events. Mr Brand advised that during construction temporary 
pipes would be placed in the river’s bed to maintain the flow while the bridges were being built, 
and that these would then be removed at the completion of the project.  
 
Mr Brand noted that the bridges would need appropriate names – at the moment they were 
referring to them as the ‘Nullaga Bridge’ and the ‘Hotham Bridge’ – but he hoped the GKB 
representatives would be able to suggest more appropriate Noongar names. A little later in the 
meeting, Mrs Viti suggested that the northernmost bridge be named ‘Dilyan Bridge’ after her 
great grandfather, who had his camp nearby and who famously had guided Sir John Forrest on 
his expeditions. 
 
Ms Hayden asked whether repairs would be required and whether repairs would mean further 
disruption and disturbance to the river in the future.  
 
Mr Brand answered that the bridges were designed to last the required 50 years but that after 20-
25 years they would need to be re-painted – which may be technically challenging but would not 
require dismantling of any part of the bridge or ground disturbance.  
 
Ms Hayden voiced her concerns about the temporary pipe used to carry the flow of the river 
during construction and the degree of damage that would do, digging it into the bed of the river.  
 
Mr Brand replied that the animation indeed showed what was proposed and that there would be 
some impact to the river, but that South32 had minimised impacts in its design work. Mr Khan 
reiterated that the pipe and overburden would all be removed after construction and Mr Brand 
replayed that part of the animation to show that the pipe and overburden would be removed on 
completion of the works. 
 
At the end of the video, Mr Northover summarised his response, “I suppose I will see after 
construction if the spirit [Waugal] is still there. I am going along now; I have seen enough. We 
asked for this [animation] and I have seen it now”. Mr Northover then left the meeting and 
declined to participate in the field survey, advising the consultant that he has seen the locations 
before and that he now feels sad for the river from what has been explained to him. Mr Northover 
advised the consultant by letter that he does not support the bridge designs and the section 18 to 
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construct them as this activity unacceptably alters the Hotham River which is sacred to him and 
the Wilmen people (Mr J. Northover pers. comm. 11/12/2020; see Appendix 2). 
 
Ms Hayden then asked how long the construction work would take.   
 
Mr Brand replied 18 months, of which 4 months would be initial ground disturbance requiring 
Traditional Owners as cultural monitors.  
 
Mr Goode asked for clarification on several technical points so that the GKB would be fully 
informed about the nature of the structures proposed. 
 
Mr Brand said the width of clearance for the bridge would be 50 metres, the scour protection 
rocks would be around 1.5 metres in diameter each and would be used to cover an area stretching 
around 10 metres upstream of the bridges and 15 metres downstream. Trees which stabilise the 
banks will be left in place wherever possible but will need to be removed in the immediate vicinity 
of the bridges and scour protection. The scour protection rocks will be dug into the bed and the 
river will flow over them at its current height. 
 
After this Mr Goode asked the group to comment.  At this point several members of the survey 
advised that they understood what was proposed and advised that they wanted to leave, citing 
other business that they had to attend to, and the fact that they had inspected the areas before, so 
they did not need to see them again. All advised that they understood that this would go ahead 
and would support the work subject to monitoring and rehabilitation.   
 
The meeting then broke for lunch. After lunch, the remaining members of the survey team 
including Mrs Shirley Viti, Mr Garry Bennell, Mr Travis Abraham, Mr Dennis Jetta and Mr Greg 
Thorn drove out to inspect the two proposed bridge locations.  
 

 
Figure 4: left the location of the bridge near the NBG pump station #2, right the GKB inspecting the bridge 

location (Photo Goode 2020). 
 
At the northernmost bridge location, adjacent the NBG pump station #2, Mr Goode asked the 
GKB representatives for their thoughts on the proposed location of the new bridge. 
 
Mr Thorn answered, ‘I’m happy with it – there’s a lot of disturbance here already’. Mr Abraham 
concurred, ‘if it’s got to be done then it’s got to be done,’ and Mr Bennell agreed, ‘yes’.  
 
Mr Goode asked the GKB representatives if they knew anything particularly special about this 
actual location on the river beyond the general and well understood significance of the Hotham 
River as a Waugal site.  
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Mr Thorn and Mrs Viti mentioned that there was a spring near the Tullis bridge (which is 
approximately 1km from the NBG pump station #2) with an old camp there and caves up on the 
hill but that they knew of nothing of special significance at this actual location. Mrs Viti suggested 
that the bridge at this location could be named ‘Dilyan Bridge’ since it was close to his camp. She 
noted that the bridges should have names chosen by the local Traditional Owners, not Aboriginal 
people, or Noongar people from elsewhere.  
 

 
Figure 5: Northernmost proposed bridge over the Hotham River, with extant pump station infrastructure on 

the right-hand side / opposite bank, 19th November 2020 (Photo Winton 2020). 
 
Given that the GKB had no further comments and knowledge of any new Aboriginal sites in the 
vicinity of the proposed bridge location, Mr Goode asked whether the GKB representatives had 
any objections to the place chosen on the river or the way it was to be built as shown to them by 
the video back at the mine.   
 
None of the GKB representatives voiced opposition to the proposed bridge location or the 
construction method.  
 
Mrs Viti wanted assurance that if any cultural materials (objects) were uncovered during the 
bridge construction works then she and other GKB Traditional Owners should be informed, 
stating, “if you find anything, we’d like to know”.  
 
Mr Greg Thorn requested that GKB monitors be engaged for ground and vegetation disturbance 
within 30 metres of the Hotham River. The Traditional Owners noted freshwater mussels as a 
potential food source at this location on the river but advised that this part of the river did not 
contain anything in terms of natural species that was not represented all along the river elsewhere.  
 
Before travelling to the second bridge, Mr Dennis Jetta advised the consultant that he wished to 
leave, he advised he was tired and had a long way to travel, saying “I am 81 you know”. Mr 
Goode and the others bid Mr Jetta goodbye and he was taken back to the mine site while the others 
travelled on to the second bridge.  
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Figure 6: Northernmost proposed bridge over the Hotham River, Mr Goode consults with the GKB 

representatives, 19th November 2020 (Photo Winton 2020). 
 
At the second bridge location Mr Brand explained that here, the bridge was designed to have an 
equal number of culverts in the embankment either side of the bridge whereas at the first bridge 
location visited, there would be more culverts on one side than the other, as an accommodation 
of the natural shape of the riverbanks at either location.  
 
Mr Goode asked the GKB representatives if they had any specific cultural knowledge or 
information about any new Aboriginal sites at this location on the Hotham River.  
 
Mrs Viti explained that her mother and daughter had both been born on the banks of the Hotham 
River and that there were birthing sites along the river where there were permanent pools. The 
pools are where people would find food and camp all along the river. In times before the Pinjarra 
massacre, people lived up and down the Hotham and Murray Rivers.  
 
Mrs Viti and Mr Thorn said that there had been big camps towards the location of the old school, 
at Ranford Pool and Castle Rock (which was also a birthing site). At Ray Farmer’s place there 
was a meeting place – a corroboree ground –which Mr Bullock was able to locate as just a bit 
further along from the Tullis Bridge and Tullis artefact scatter site. Mrs Viti said Mr Farmer lives 
on Mahogany Street in Boddington and has artefacts he has collected locally which Mrs Viti says 
he would return to the Traditional Owners if they had somewhere safe to keep them “but we got 
no resource centre” she said. There followed some discussion of a block of land owned by GKB 
opposite the pub in Boddington and whether South32 might be able to supply a donga or 
demountable which could be used as a resource centre.  
 
Ms Naylor mentioned that there would be opportunities for artefact management as part of the 
biodiversity offset for the mine expansion and that they could ask South32 if a donga could be 
made available to GKB. 
 
Returning to the subject of the proposed bridge construction, Mr Brand noted that there are big 
pools on this stretch of the Hotham River but not within the area proposed for the new bridge.  
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Mr Goode asked the GKB representatives whether they thought artefacts could be found at this 
location and whether Traditional Owners should be engaged as cultural monitors and the GKB 
representatives replied that they request monitors are engaged for works here.  
 

Mr Goode asked what the GKB expectations were if any artefacts were found.  
 

Mrs Viti said, “we should be contacted and consulted about them if they are found”, and she 
advised the local people should decide where they are to be put.   
 

 
Figure 7: Mr Goode consults with GKB representatives on the eastern embankment of the Hotham River at 

the second proposed bridge crossing, 19th November 2020; view to the north-east (Photo Winton 2020). 
 

In relation to this matter the South32 representatives said that their Heritage Management Plan 
says that works should be stopped, and the finds assessed by GKB and archaeologists before work 
could recommence.  
 

Mr Thorn pointed out that if a human bone were found that a forensics expert and/or Police should 
be informed as well, and that the skeletal material would need to be recovered. Works should only 
be re-started once the cultural material has been fully assessed and management of it has been 
undertaken.  
 

Finally, Mr Goode asked the GKB representatives if they were happy with the plans for the 
proposed bridges as described to them and if they fully understood the impacts that this would 
have upon the Hotham River and that South32 will seek consent from the Minister to disturb the 
Hotham River as outlined in this consultation.  In response to this question each of the GKB 
representatives each replied ‘yes’. Mr Bennell made a final comment that the Hotham River is 
like the blood in your veins - if its flow is stopped then ‘you’re finished’ and he requested that as 
far as rehabilitation of the environment goes after the works, South32 should “keep it natural”. 
 

During this discussion at the second bridge location a possible Aboriginal manuport stone artefact 
was identified. Dr Winton identified this artefact as a portable rock which does not appear to 
derive from the local geology, which could have been used as a percussion tool, but which does 
not have clear signs of use.  
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The potential manuport measures approximately 90 mm x 70 mm x 45mm and is a quartz-rich 
igneous or metamorphic rock. The outcropping bedrock here is a laterite with clast inclusions 
much smaller (around 15-30 mm diameter) than the potential artefact indicating that this bedrock 
is not the source of the potential manuport and that the manuport, found on silty alluvium, has 
been carried to this location by people.   
 
This potential artefact and a dolerite core found around 1.3 km south during the 2019 Aboriginal 
archaeological survey for this project indicate the potential for Aboriginal archaeological 
materials to be found in the areas nominated for South32’s bridge construction works. 
 
Here the group advised that this indicates that the area was occupied and stated that is why they 
want monitors here when the work takes place as there is likely to be more material in the ground.  
 

 
Figure 8: left a tree with a shape on it that the GKB believed looked like an old man’s face, right a possible 

manuport identified by Dr Winton at the meeting site (Photo Goode & Winton 2020) 
 
 

 
Figure 9: The Survey team at the location of the second bridge, with a pool in the background (Photo Goode 

2020). 
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OUTCOMES 
As a result of this further consultation held with nine representatives the Gnaala Karla Booja 
WC1998/058 Native Title Claim group, it has been determined that there are no new ethnographic 
sites of significance as defined by sections 5(b) & 5(c) of the AHA located where the bridges are 
to be constructed over the Hotham River.  
 
During the consultations, the majority of the GKB consulted supported the bridge locations and 
design, however some people, in particular Mr Northover, were concerned about the level of 
alteration to the Hotham River required to construct the bridges, in particular the excavations to 
the bed and embankments of the river to build the abutments and the scour protection which was 
seen to narrow the channel and unnaturally reshape the riparian area.  
 
Despite this concern all except Mr Northover advised that, “as it will go ahead, we will support 
the section 18 consent notice required, but would wish that all ground disturbance within 30m of 
the bridge construction footprint to be monitored for archaeology”. Here it was advised that the 
community are of the belief that there is high potential for subsurface cultural material to be 
present and as such comprehensive archaeological mitigation should be built into the construction 
program as outlined in the HMP drafted to manage heritage issues at Worsley (see Preller 2019).  
 
In terms of the bridges several members of the survey team requested that they should be named 
after prominent Noongar people or given Noongar names, however apart from Mrs Viti 
suggesting the first bridge visited being named “Dilyan Bridge,” there were no names put forward. 
In this respect further consultation with the GKB would be required to reach a consensus on such 
a matter.  
 
In relation to the entire project, that is the refurbishment of the existing farm crossing of the 
Hotham River and the proposed culverts across the Marradong and 34 Mile Brook, as there was 
no information presented during the consultation and they were not visited there was no 
ethnographic comment recorded.  As such the only conclusions that can be drawn in relation to 
these aspects of the project must be drawn from what was discussed in the 2017 report (see 
Huxtable & O’Reilly 2017).    
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of these further consultations the following recommendations, in relation to the 
Western Australian Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA) are made: 
 
In order to proceed it is recommended that South32 will be required to make application under 
section 18 of the AHA to use the land that may contain Aboriginal Site ID 27935 Hotham River 
to construct two new bridges, upgrade an existing farm crossing, and construct culverts over the 
34 Mile and Marradong Brooks in order to build a Haul Road required for the expansion of the 
Bauxite mine at Boddington, Western Australia.  
 
It is recommended that consent be granted based upon the fact that the majority of those 
consulted support the project.  
 
It is recommended that South32 continue to consult with the GKB working party at SWALSC 
regarding cultural heritage management planning and mitigation strategies for the entire project 
as detailed in the HMP and in particular cultural heritage monitoring and naming the bridges with 
local Noongar names.  
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Terminology (NB that some terminology has varied over the life of the legislation)

Place ID/Site ID: This a unique ID assigned by the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage to the place.
Status:
  ·  Registered Site: The place has been assessed as meeting Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972.
  ·  Other Heritage Place which includes:
     -  Stored Data / Not a Site: The place has been assessed as not meeting Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972.
     -  Lodged: Information has been received in relation to the place, but an assessment has not been completed at this stage to determine if it meets Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972.
Access and Restrictions:
  ·  File Restricted = No: Availability of information that the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage holds in relation to the place is not restricted in any way.
  ·  File Restricted = Yes: Some of the information that the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage holds in relation to the place is restricted if it is considered culturally sensitive. This 

information will only be made available if the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage receives written approval from the informants who provided the information. To request access please 
contact AboriginalHeritage@dplh.wa.gov.au.

  ·  Boundary Restricted = No: Place location is shown as accurately as the information lodged with the Registrar allows.
  ·  Boundary Restricted = Yes: To preserve confidentiality the exact location and extent of the place is not displayed on the map. However, the shaded region (generally with an area of at least 

4km²) provides a general indication of where the place is located. If you are a landowner and wish to find out more about the exact location of the place, please contact the Department of 
Planning, Lands and Heritage.

  ·  Restrictions:
     -  No Restrictions: Anyone can view the information.
     -  Male Access Only: Only males can view restricted information.
     -  Female Access Only: Only females can view restricted information.
Legacy ID: This is the former unique number that the former Department of Aboriginal Sites assigned to the place. This has been replaced by the Place ID / Site ID.

Basemap Copyright

Map was created using ArcGIS software by Esri. ArcGIS and ArcMap are the intellectual property of Esri and are used herein under license. Copyright © Esri. All rights reserved. For more 

information about Esri software, please visit www.esri.com.

Satellite, Hybrid, Road basemap sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, INCREMENT P, 

NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), MapmyIndia, NGCC, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community.

Topographic basemap sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri 

China (Hong Kong), swisstopo, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community.
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ID Status TypeName
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Restricted

File
Restricted

Legacy IDCoordinateRestrictions Knowledge Holders

4126 WORSLEY TIMBER 3 No No No Gender
Restrictions

Stored Data /
Not a Site

Artefacts / Scatter 442139mE 6369948mN
Zone 50 [Reliable]

S01172*Registered Knowledge
Holder names available
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Aerial  Photos,  Cadastre,  Local  Government  Authority,
Native  Title  boundary,  Roads  data  copyright  ©  Western
Australian Land Information Authority (Landgate).

kilometres

Map Scale 1 : 150,000

Copyright for topographic map information shall at all times
remain  the  property  of  the  Commonwealth  of  Australia,
Geoscience  Australia  -  National  Mapping  Division.  All
rights reserved.
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Mining  Tenement, Petroleum  Application,  Petroleum  Title
boundary data  copyright  © the State of  Western  Australia
(Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety).
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APPENDIX 2: LETTER OF ADVICE 
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APPENDIX 3: POWER POINT PRESENTATION 
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2017 Survey Recommendations & Outcomes

• The haul road follows the preferred route stipulated by the Traditional Owners;
⎯ Recommendation applied

• The bridges be located at the river crossings stipulated by the Traditional Owners;
⎯ Recommendation applied

• Span or suspension bridge designs be used to avoid situating piles within the riverbed;
⎯ Recommendation applied - Span design at 35m (the maximum practicable) and piles outside of the primary flow 

channel
• The abutments of the bridges are positioned as far back from the riverbed as possible;

⎯ Recommendation applied - Outside of primary flow channel
• The decks of the bridges be constructed at a height that will not disturb the water;

⎯ Recommendation applied - 1:100 year flow event plus 0.6m
• The haul road and bridges be placed in areas already cleared of native vegetation;

⎯ Recommendation applied where possible
• Clearing of native vegetation be minimised wherever possible;

⎯ Recommendation applied



2017 Survey Recommendations & Outcomes Cont’d

• Areas of disturbance be rehabilitated with native vegetation species on the completion of the works;
⎯ Recommendation applied

• Indigenous cultural monitors be present during the construction works at the river in order to mitigate any spiritual 
consequences that could arise as a result of the works; 
⎯ Recommendation applied

• Indigenous archaeological monitors be present for any ground disturbing works in order to observe any artefacts which 
are uncovered as a result of the works; 
⎯ Recommendation applied

• Grass Trees are able to be salvaged by the Traditional Owners during the vegetation clearing; 
⎯ Recommendation applied

• Employment opportunities be provided to the local Indigenous community;  
⎯ Encouraged

• Cultural heritage awareness training be provided to employees and contractors involved in the Boddington Bauxite Mine 
Extension project;
⎯ Recommendation applied



2017 Survey Recommendations & Outcomes Cont’d
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